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MEASUREMENT OF SITE SPECIFIC BINDING ENERGY OF SURFACE ATOMS 

Y. LIOU a n d  T.T. TSONG 

Physics Department, The Pensylvania State University, University Park, 
Pennsylvania, PA 16802, U.S.A. 

A m  - The binding energies of kink site surface atoms have been determined from a 
measurement of ion energy distribution in low temperature field evaporation. With 
improvements in both the electronic and vacuum systems. and elaborate calibrations. the 
high-resolution pulsed-laser time-of-flight atom-probe has achieved an energy resolution 
of one part over 50000. just adequate for this study. 'Ihe binding energy of pure metals such 
as Rh or W can be measured at well dehed crystal planes and sitesat low temperatures. We 
find that the cohesive energy of metals measured with thermodynamic method is equal to 
the binding energy of kink site atoms. For Instance. the binding energy of kink site atoms 
a t  Rh(100) surface. or at W(110) surface. is the same as  the cohesive energy of Rh ,or W listed 
in standard tables. For compound materials. such as  PtRh alloy or Gab.  surface atoms of 
different klnds have merent  bhdlng energies which are different from those of the pure 
elements. We measure the binding energy of Pt and Rh from the surface of PtRh. and of Ga 
from the surface of GaAs. 

?he study of binding energy of atoms or the atomic bonds on surfaces and cohesfm energy of 
soIids is one of the fundamental topics in condensed matter physicsl. We report h e n  a 
measurement of the site speculc binding energy of atoms on solid surfaces using low temperature 
field evaporation. a t  temperatures below 100 K. where the surface atomic structure remains 
unchanged: thus atoms are removed from well dehed  atomic sites. The cohesive energy in the 
crystal bulk is defined as the energy dI£fercnce between the free atom en- and the crystal energy. 
Based on the paIr potentlal calculation, without considering the surface effect. the cohesive energy of 
an atom in the bulk Is equal to one half of the total pair potential energy of this atom2. On crystal 
surfaces. atoms of different sites have variable numbers of nearest neighbors. The atom at the kink 
site ls most significant because the corrdination numbers are exactly equal to one half of those of a 
bulk atom. So the binding energy of the kink site atom should be equal to the cohesive energy. In. 
field evaporation of lattice atoms on the crystal planes, the atoms come from the klnk sites at the 
lattice steps of the s u r f a d .  

The critical energy deficit In the energy distribution of field emitted ions is related to the 
binding energy of the surface atoms. The critical energy deficit is determined by measuring the 
onset night Ume of the me-of-flight distribution which is also the energy distribution. By using 
the newly improved pulsed-laser time-of-fllght atom-probe, with an energy resolution of better than 
1 /50000. we have measured the critical energy deficit of field emitted ions. But without an elaborate 
calibration of the system, the measurement can not be reliable. So a very careful calibration has 
been done and the system constants have been accurately determined. Recision measurements of 
ionic masses and critical energy deficits of gas and metal ions also have been done to test the 
accuracy of the calibration. 

Experiments of measuring.crltica1 energy deficit for pure metals such as  Rh and W, an alloy 
of Pt-Rh and a compound semicondu'ctor GaAs have been done. The binding energy of each element 
in these materials has been calculated from the critical energy deficit. Different binding energies 
due to different surface conditions can be seen. The binding energies of pure metals are very closed 
to the values of cohesive energy from the standard table. From these results. we belleve that the 
binding energy of surface atoms can really be measured by this system and from well defined crystal 
surfaces and atomic sites at low temperatures. 

2. INSTRUMENTATION 

A pulsed-laser time-of-flight atom-probe was built in 19834. Since then some 
improvements have been made. The whole system is shownin Flg. 1. The major object of the 
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improvements of the system is to have a high energy resolution .in energy distribution 
maranarm*l. F n m t h e ~  

~=~l/?lMv2=(1/2lnna/f)z . 
whm E is the ktnetr magy of the fleld emitted ions. M is the ion masa L Is the night path lmgth 
and t is the tbne offlight. So the enegy resolution AE/E depends on M / M .  At/t. AL/h Usually we 
know the Ion m a ~ a  accurately. so that the energy-nsoluuon is limited by At/t and AL/L only. The 
time uncertainty At cames mainly from two sources. They are the time resoluUon of the night-time 
measurement devfces and the time width of the field desorption. The path uncertainty AL is the 
maximum difference in the flight path lengths of ions taking the shortest and longest possible 
routes. By placing the Up at the focal point of the einzel lens. the ions will travel along the axial 
direction after passing through the einzel lens: thus AL can be mlrrimtzed. By expandlng the flight 
path to 7.78 meters. Land t are both enlarged. so AL/L and At/t can be mintmtzed. 

It is desired to have the entire flight path free of field In order to have a free flight for the 
traveling ions. The electric fields in the system are restricted to small regions. either between the 
Up and the grounded aluminum cone or in front of the ion detector at the end of the flfght tube. The 
effect from the earth magnetic field is shielded by wrap- the entire flight path by high-p met&. In 
order to achieve the highest energy resolution. it Is necessary to use the timer wlth a highest 
resoluUon. With the use of an IEEE interface card within an IBM PC XT and with the LeCmy 8901 
and 4204 TDC havlng 156 ps time resolution. the energy resoluuon is better than 1/50.000. A stable 
high power supply is also needed for supplying a constant potential to the neld emitted ions. A 
KEllWLEY 196 system digital multifunction meter is also used with 6 digits voltage resolution to 
read out the tip voltage via a voltage dlvtder of 1 / 10.000 of real voltages. 

3. W R A l T O N  OF THE SYSTEM 

To achieve an adequate accuracy for the binding energy measurement. a very camful 
calibration of the system fs necessq. This is done with fleld desorbed inert gas ions. The crlttcal 
energy deflcits of these ions are gtven by Ec = I - a, where the ionhation energy I are known from 
spectroscopic data to better than 0.01 eV. Since in a ToF measurement of the ion energy 
distributions, ions spend most of its night times in the flight-tube. a contact potential correction 
requires that the emitter work function 0 be replaced wlth the average work functlon of the flight 
tube. We h d  a value of 4.5 W. 1 eV 6 gives the best result 

3.1 The Fllght-Path and Time Delay Constants 

In the ttme-of-flight measurement. the h e t i c  energy of the ikld emitted ions is 

~=(1/2)~~2=(1/2I~I:~/t)2=ne~-~~ . (3-1) 

when M is the ion mass, L is the fl(ght path length, and V is the applied voltage. The mass to charge 
ratio is 

M/n=C(~-EJael ( t&@ . (3-2) 

where C is the fl@ht path constant. b fs the onset N h t  time and 8 is the tlme delay constant. The 
flight path constant C is detennIned by the flight path length, and the tlme delay constant comes 
from the electronic system including the response time of the electronic devices and the 
transmission time through the cables. Since the ionic masses of the gas ions are known to an 
accuracy of eight signlfcant figures or betterl. and the critical energy deficit from theoretical 
calculation are known quite well, it Is possible for us to derive C and 8 by measuring to as a funcuon 
of V as follows; 

to = ( 1 / ~  11/2( ( M/n )/(V- &/ne I 1112 - 8 . 
and by taking a linear regression of to vs X accordtng to 

The slope of the plot is the value K. and the intercept of the plot with the X-axis is the time delay 
constant 6. But since a graphical method cannot achieve the desired precision a numerical method 

must be qd. 'hbk 1 lfsts the data. The best llntar fit g k e  C = 0.003187806 u/mr,/KV, aad & thne 
delay S = 20.1 ns. The excellent linearity of this plot is exhibited in the value of the coefficient of 
correlation 0.999 999 996, almost identical to 1. 



3.2 Pnxisfon Measurement of Ionic Masses and Critical Energy Ddlcits 

The pmfsicm measurements of ionic masacs and the mit fd energy deficits of gaseous and 
metal ions an W e d  in Table 2. The dfffcrcmes between measured ion masses and the values from 
the standard table are less than or about 0.001 amu for all ions. The average difference between 
measured critical en- deficits and the theoretical calculated crltical energy deficits is less than or 
about 0.1 eV. As the energfes usually average above 5 KV. the energy resolution of 1/50,000 has been 
achieved. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Consider an atom at a kink site of a crystal: the energy needed to remove this atom to 
vacuum level IS the binding energy. The energy needed for an atom to be ionized IS the ionization 
energy. But the total energy needed wlll be smaller by n0 since the released electrons from the atom 
are returned to the crystal. n is the charge state of the ion, and the 0 is the work function of the 
crystal. This energy is the critical energy deficit for field evaporate n-fold charged ions8 . 

EcA+I-q  (4- 1) 

where A Is the binding energy. I Is the total ionization energy. So the ktnk sites specific binding 
en= A afthe surface atoms can be determtmd by 

Since Ec is  derived. based on the Born-Haber energy cycle. from the ditference of the potential 
energy applied and the ktnetlc energy measured, the effect of high field will not come into this 
calculation if we neglect the activation energy which is on the order of 0.1 eV. 

Experimental data are k ted  in Table 3. For the pure metals. WI1101 and Rh(100). the &tical 
energy deficits we obtained are 45.36 eV for W and 22.46 eV for Rh. Thus the blndIng energies are 
8.88 eV for W and 5.92 eV for Rh. Compared to the data derived from thermodynamic methods as 
listed in the standard table. the binding energies are 8.66 eV and 5.75 eV for W and Rh respectivelyg. 
Our experiment thus shows that the binding enmgy of kink site atoms of the WI110) plane is equal to 
the bulk binding enexgy of W. The same applies to the Rh(100) plane with bulk Rh. 

For Pt-44.2 % Rh alloy. from the onset flight Umes for these ions, the critical energy deficits 
are found to be 19.98 eV for Rh2+ and 23.20 eV for P@+. Usfng eq. (4-2) and the ionization energies 
from the standard tablelo. we find that the binding energies of Rh and Pt atoms on the (100) planes 
of this Pt-Rh alloy are 3.45 eV and 4.64 eV respectively. The binding energies of Rh atoms in pure 
Rh and Pt atoms in pure Pt are 5.75 eV and 5.85 eV respectively. Thus the binding energies of Rh and 
Pt atoms on the PtRh(100) surface are almost 25 to 30 percent less than the binding energies in their 
own respective lattices. In Fig. 2, we show two distributions of Rh2+. one from pure Rh and one from 
Pt-Rh alloy. the onset flight Umes are obviously separated. 

The ffrst ionlzatlon energy of the Ga atom is 6.0 eV: therefore the binding energy is  1.69 eV for 
Ga+ from a GaAd 1 111 surface. It Is lower than the binding energy of either Ga from pure Ga of 2.81 
eV or GaAs from GaAs of 5.57 eV 11- 14. In pulsed-laser stimulated field evaporation of 
semiconductors. the critical energy deficits are always found to be much lower than those 
calculatedby eq. (4.2). We believe thatphoto-excitations occur in the evaporation. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The bin- energies of kink site atoms of stngle element metals are shown to be the same as 
the cohesive energy of these metals reported in the standard table in which the data was obtained by 
high temperature methods. This means that the cohesive energy of a solid and site specific binding 
energy of surface atoms can be obtained from solids of well-defined crystal structures at low 
temperatures. Any devlauon of binding energies from the standard table can be proved to be due to 
changes of surface atomic con~guratlons. The ldnk-site binding energies of Rh or Pt on Pt-44.2 % 
Rh alloy (100) plane are less than the binding energies of Rh or Pt in pure Rh or Pt metal. For 
semiconductors, further consideration of photoexcitation effect is needed. 

This method can be used to derive the binding energy of atoms adsorbed on merent  crystsl 
planes in the near future. This is vital information for a fundamental understanding of the 
energetics of many surface atomc processes which govern crystal growth. chemical reaction. and 
many other surface phenomena. Hence thls study opens up a new field to study the basic physics of 
surface science. 
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TABLE 1. Datas far verious gas specks 

lontc Speziea Mass. A&/n VOrV) WP-aE,/e)ll/2 01/2 TO @) 

He+ 4.002054 m. 0.0201 W 2 1.421 738 894 25.1630 
2.5 1.270 352 913 22.4810 
3 1.158 885 913 20.5060 
3.5 1.072 403 173 18.9730 
4 1.002 779 373 17.7400 
4.5 0.945 164 306 16.7200 
5 0.896 460 505 15.8560 
5.5 0.854 584 783 15.1150 
6 0.818 077 619 14.4690 
6.5 0.785 881 961 13.8990 
7 0.757 210 925 13.3915 
7.5 0.731 465 043 12.9355 
8 0.708 178 516 12.5230 
8.5 0.686 983 184 12.1475 
9 0.667 583 696 11.8040 

Ne+ 19.99189  am^. 0.017 KV 4 2.240 380 446 39.6590 
5 2.003 002 462 35.4530 
6 1.827 963 103 32.3560 
6.5 1.756 058 243 31.0820 
7 1.692 021 611 29.9490 
7.5 1.634 515 541 28.9305 

N2+ 28.006599 amus 0.01 11 KV 3.5 2.833 208 613 50.1580 
4 2.649 694 831 46.9120 

Are 39.961834 emu* 0.01 13 KV 3.5 3.384 471 748 59.9220 
4 3.165 242 724 56.0440 

Best fU data : 8 = 20.1 ns, C =0.003187805. ILnearlty : P = 0.999 999 996 

TABLE 2. Ionic masses and critical energy deficits of gas ions orperlmmts 

Ionic Ion Mass Measured Ion AM &/n Measured 

Specie3 (arm) Mass. (amu) lev) &/%(eV) 

TABLE 3. Critical energy deficits for various metal ions. 

~onic Species Cwstal Plane %/n (eV) Measured &/n,(w) A (eV) Measured h (ev) 
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